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SCOPE CHANGE REQUEST FORM PERIODICAL TITLE: IEEE/ACM Transactions on Networking (IEEE/ACM ToN, for short) PERIODICAL FINANCIAL CO-SPONSORS: List all financial co-sponsors (IEEE and non-IEEE) here. 1. IEEE Communications Society 2. IEEE Computer Society 3. ACM (The Association for Computing Machinery) For solely sponsored periodicals, when will (or had) the AdCom approve(d) the proposed scope? Does not apply, as this is a co-sponsored periodical For co-sponsored periodicals, have the President and Vice-President of Publications of these sponsors been informed of and approved of the proposed scope change? If not, please explain.



Yes, we have informed the officials concerned in these three sponsoring societies. Here is the status: Larry Greenstein, ComSoc Director of Journals: “This is to let you know that the proposed Scope Change for ToN has the approval of the ComSoc VP-Publications, Len Cimini, and myself. By copy of this email, I am also notifying the incoming VP-Publications, Vincent Chan; the incoming DoJ, Sarah Kate (Katie) Wilson; and the ComSoc Executive Director, Jack Howell. Jack will let us know what further steps, if any, are necessary regarding this approval.” Jean Luc Guadiot, Chair of the IEEE Computer Society Publications Board Transactions Operations Committee, has been informed and they are going to discuss this soon. Bernard Rous, ACM Director of Publications: “As one of the sponsors of the IEEE/ACM Transactions on Networking, ACM officially endorses the update to the TON Editorial Scope statement received from Anurag Kumar on November 17th. After consultation with ACM SIGCOMM, the ACM Publications Board voted unanimously on December 15th, 2011 to endorse the new wording.”



PERIODICAL TECHNICAL CO-SPONSORS: List all technical co-sponsors (IEEE and non-IEEE) here. These are the same as the financial co-sponsors Have the President and Vice-President of Publications of these sponsors been informed of the proposed scope change? If not, please explain. Please see the response in the section (above) for financial co-sponsors



PERIODICAL CURRENT OFFICIAL SCOPE (include date scope was approved): The following scope appears at the URL -- http://www.ton.seas.upenn.edu/index.html#scope, and is unchanged since the inception of the journal in 1993. The IEEE/ACM Transactions on Networking is committed to the timely publication of high-quality papers that advance the state of the art in communication network research. Theoretical research (presenting new techniques, concepts, or analyses) and applied contributions (reporting on experiences and experiments with actual systems) are published. The topics covered by this journal include: •



•



•



•



•



•



Network Architecture and Design, including networks for local, metropolitan or wide areas, Broadband and very high rate networks, data networks, telephone networks, network interconnections, and the performance analysis of these systems. Communication Protocols, including the design and analysis of protocols for network access, error recovery, routing, congestion, and flow control; and formal methods for the verification, testing, and conversion of communication protocols. Network Software, including distributed processing environments for network systems; network software architecture; network applications, e.g., directory services and call processing; network signaling; and application programming interfaces. Network Technologies, including the selection and use of different technologies, such as lightwave or radio; switching technologies applied to networks; and network systems integration. Network Services and Applications, including connectionless and connection-oriented services; personal, location-independent communications; multimedia services and applications; and the implications of applications on network requirements. Network Operations and Management, including operations and management applications, network planning and evolution, network reliability and survivability, and network security.



PERIODICAL REQUESTED NEW SCOPE (include marked up version of current scope, then include new scope as requested):



1). Current scope with changes noted The new scope updates and modernizes the current scope, and cannot be depicted as a marked up version of the current scope. 2). Requested new scope High level objective: to publish high-quality, original, research results derived from theoretical or experimental exploration of the area of communication/computer networking, covering all sorts of information transport networks over all sorts of physical layer technologies, both wireline (all kinds of guided media: e.g., copper, optical), and wireless (e.g., radio-frequency, acoustic (e.g., underwater), infra-red), or hybrids of these. The journal welcomes applied contributions reporting on novel experiences and experiments with actual systems. Network types: chip-scale to global telecom to inter-planetary: networks-on-a-chip, high-speed intrasystem interconnection networks, backbone and access telecom networks, logical and overlay networks, cellular mobile telecom networks, wireless local area networks, ad hoc and mesh wireless networks, inter-vehicular networks, delay/disruption tolerant networks, etc. Networking aspects: architecture and design (including algorithms for network resource allocation, traffic engineering, modeling and performance analysis), protocols (including formal methods for the verification, testing, and conversion of communication protocols), network software (including software architecture, and applications such as directory services, call processing and signaling), network hardware (including novel hardware architectures, novel network devices and their usage), operations and management (including network planning and evolution, reliability and survivability), measurements (including insights gained from operational networks, and network tomography), and security (including network intrusion detection, and control of the spread of malicious software). Application domains: telephony (circuit and packet, voice and video), all applications traditionally associated with world-wide packet networks (file transfer, e-mail, world wide web, streaming video, etc.), storage and data-centers, peer-to-peer file sharing, on-line social networks, cyber-physical systems (including distributed sensing, function computation over networks, and control over networks), etc. Interfaces with networks in other domains: including information dissemination and related distributed systems aspects of social networks, and biologically or nature inspired techniques for communication networks, etc. SCOPE OVERLAP with other IEEE periodicals: Journal on Selected Areas in Communications: Overlap is only in a few cases (~10%) where special issue topics are within the scope of ToN. The “Special Issue” nature of JSAC allows it to play a somewhat complementary role to ToN which does not publish Special Issues. Historically, ToN was spun off from the Transactions on Communications around the same time as JSAC was, and ToN does not publish special issues.



Transactions on Multimedia: This journal’s emphasis includes some of the multimedia communication areas covered by ToN’s scope, but ToN has been regularly publishing papers that cover aspects related to the transport and management of multimedia applications in data networks, so that there seems to be little drainage of such papers towards the Transactions on Multimedia. A sampling of papers recently published in the Transactions on Multimedia, identified fewer than 15% of papers that could have possibly been considered as in-scope for ToN. Transactions on Mobile Computing: The emphasis of this journal is on a wide range of issues related to mobility. There is overlap when the focus is on networking and mobility. A sampling of papers recently published in the Transactions on Mobile Computing, identified around 25% of papers that could have possibly been considered as in-scope for ToN. Some overlap also exists with both the IEEE Transactions on Communications and the IEEE Transactions on Wireless Communications. These two transactions, however, tend to publish work on lower communication layers, and given the large and steadily increasing number of papers related to wireless networking (including sensor and ad hoc networks), neither transactions appears to be significantly affecting network related submissions to ToN. Last, the Transactions on Network and Service Management, started in 2004, targets an area that includes topics that have traditionally been in ToN’s scope. These currently represent slightly less than 10% of our submissions, which is a little below the figure that was projected when this new Transactions was launched. Furthermore, ToN continues to attract some of the best papers in that area, if only because of its broader scope that offers visibility of published papers to a wider audience.



REASONS FOR REQUESTING SCOPE CHANGE: The IEEE Transactions of Networking is the journal of first choice for networking researchers. As such its scope should help to define the scope of the field. We believe that the current scope of IEEE ToN needs to be updated and its language modernized. The following are the specific reasons for the changes we have made. 1. The current scope appears to have been prepared primarily with the Telephone Network and the wireline Internet in mind. On the other hand networking research today deals with a variety of physical layer technologies (to a large extent wireless) and a wide range of networking paradigms (ad hoc networks, vehicular networks, mobile opportunistic networks, etc.). 2. The current scope limits itself to the traditional view of “networks for local, metropolitan or wide areas.” However, networking research is now concerned with chip scale networks, to data centers, to global networks, and even to inter-planetary networks. This view of networking at multiple scales is not reflected in the current scope. 3. The new scope also brings to the fore important applications domains such as peer-to-peer networking, wireless sensor networks, and cyber-physical systems. 4. The interfaces of communication networking with other domains such as social networking and biologically inspired algorithms have also been brought out.



While introducing these new aspects, the paragraph on Networking Aspects (in the proposed scope) consolidates the material that appears in the current scope in the paragraphs labeled Communications Protocols, Network Software, Network Services and Applications, and Network Operations and Management PROS: Communication networking is one of the most active fields of research in the Electrical Engineering and Computer Science disciplines. It is thus important that the scope of the principal journal in the field be up-to-date, and should even help to define the field. An update of the scope has long been overdue. CONS: The revised scope subsumes all the aspects of the current scope, while updating and modernizing it. We do not see any downside to this revision.
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